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We study magnetotransport in a disordered Weyl semimetal taking into account localization
effects exactly. In the vicinity of a Weyl node, a single chiral Landau level coexists with a number of
conventional non-chiral levels. Disorder scattering mixes these topologically different modes leading
to peculiar localization effects. We derive the average conductance as well as the full distribution
function of transmission probabilities along the field direction. Remarkably, we find that localization
of the non-chiral modes is greatly enhanced in a strong magnetic field with the typical localization
length scaling as 1/B. Technically, we use the non-linear sigma-model formalism with a topological
term describing the chiral states. The problem is solved exactly by mapping to an equivalent transfer
matrix Hamiltonian.
Introduction.— Weyl semimetals have received consid-
erable interest in the past years due to their unusual
transport properties and exotic surface states [1–13]. A
Weyl semimetal (WSM) is a three-dimensional (3D) ana-
log of graphene characterized by the existence of isolated
touching points between valence and conduction bands
with linear electron dispersion. Each band touching point
has a definite chirality and can be viewed as a magnetic
monopole (source or sink of Berry flux) in momentum
space. The topological nature of such Weyl points pro-
tects their linear spectrum from gap opening and signif-
icantly alters transport properties of the material com-
pared to usual metals.
One immediate manifestation of the topological nature
of the WSM spectrum is provided by the structure of
Landau levels in an external magnetic field. Electron
motion is confined in the plane perpendicular to the field
yielding discrete energy levels
En = ~v
{
signn
√
4pi|nB|/Φ0 + k2x, n 6= 0,
kx, n = 0.
(1)
Here, v is the Fermi velocity characterizing linear disper-
sion at the Weyl node and Φ0 = hc/e is the magnetic
flux quantum. Each discrete level has a macroscopic de-
generacy m = BA/Φ0, where A is the total sample cross-
section area. Landau level dispersion is illustrated in Fig.
1. The topological property of the Weyl point is mani-
fested by a single unidirectional (chiral) level with n = 0,
in addition to many non-chiral levels (n 6= 0). A chiral
level propagating in the opposite direction belongs to an-
other Weyl node and is well separated in the momentum
space. This results in a very large negative magnetore-
sistance in the direction parallel to the field [12, 14–17].
Despite the number of theoretical works discussing
transport in WSM [3, 18–26], effects of disorder have not
been taken into account beyond the semiclassical weak
localization regime so far. This is justified in the absence
of magnetic field since the material is three-dimensional
and localization effects are weak. For magnetotransport,
the situation is drastically different. Since Landau levels
FIG. 1: The Landau levels in the vicinity of a Weyl point in
magnetic field B. The levels are non-dispersive in the plane
transverse to the magnetic field. The energy-momentum de-
pendence along the field (1) is displayed. Each level has a
macroscopic degeneracy m = BA/Φ0. The system is effec-
tively a quasi-1D wire with both chiral and non-chiral chan-
nels provided L √A.
disperse only along the field, electron transport is effec-
tively quasi-one-dimensional (1D) [25] and hence subject
to strong localization effects.
Scattering on impurities eventually localizes the non-
chiral modes of the spectrum, while the chiral level evades
localization. This protected chiral Landau level is the
primary source of strong magnetoresistance. Backscat-
tering of chiral states is only possible when impurities
couple different Weyl nodes of opposite chirality, which
occurs at parametrically larger length scales compared to
the mean free path within each node.
In this Letter, we study transport in a generic quasi-
1D system which hosts both chiral and non-chiral modes
fully taking into account localization effects. Scattering
on impurities eventually localizes the non-chiral modes,
while the chiral level evades localization. This model de-
scribes longitudinal magnetotransport in a WSM at finite
doping with some fixed nonzero chemical potential (cf.
Fig. 1). For a WSM sample with macroscopic length L
and cross-section A, quasi-1D geometry means L √A.
The surface states are ignored since their contribution to
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2transport is negligible in a bulk sample [54].
We will show that, in the presence of m chiral channels,
typical localization length for non-chiral modes is signif-
icantly reduced, ξtyp = ξ/(1 + m). Here ξ = σA is the
localization length the system would have in the absence
of chiral modes, σ is the 3D conductivity (in units e2/h
per Weyl node) given by the product of electron charge,
density of states, and diffusion constant D = vl. For
magnetotransport in WSM with a macroscopic degener-
acy of the chiral Landau level m = BA/Φ0  1, typical
localization length for non-chiral modes ξtyp = σΦ0/B is
independent of A. This effectively 1D localization effect
is so strong that it can be observed in a WSM sample
of arbitrary thickness. The enhancement of localization
of the non-chiral channels can be understood in terms of
statistical level repulsion between the transmission eigen-
values in the system, where the presence of chiral chan-
nels with perfect transmission suppresses transport from
the remaining non-chiral ones.
Aside from magnetotransport in a WSM, quasi-1D
wire model with chiral channels applies to a number of
other systems such as the interface between two quan-
tum Hall samples [27–31] and graphene zigzag nanorib-
bons [32]. We obtain closed analytic expressions for the
conductance as a function of L, disorder strength, and
number of chiral channels taking into account localization
effects exactly. In addition, we also consider the distri-
bution function of transmission eigenvalues [33, 34], that
contains information about shot noise and other higher
moments of full-counting statistics [34–36].
Formalism.— We consider a model of a quasi-1D wire
of length L attached to two leads with N  1 chan-
nels in total and imbalance m (difference of right- and
left-propagating modes). Disorder mixes all channels at
the scale of the mean free path l. The full information
about electron transport is captured by the distribution
function of N transmission probabilities which we will
explicitly derive.
The main technical tool we use to describe the disor-
dered system is the supermatrix non-linear sigma model
[31, 37–39]. It can be derived following the conventional
procedure [37–39] starting from the effective action for
the non-interacting electrons, averaging over disorder po-
tential, decoupling of the fields with the help of Hubbard-
Stratonovich transformation (that introduces the matrix
Q). Integrating out the original electron fields, and per-
forming the gradient expansion at the saddle-point man-
ifold yields the sigma model action [25, 31]
S[Q] = −
∫ L
0
dx str
[
ξ
8
(
∂Q
∂x
)2
+
m
2
T−1Λ
∂T
∂x
]
,
ξ = Nl = σA, Q = T−1ΛT, Λ = diag(1,−1)RA.
(2)
The field Q is a 4 × 4 supermatrix operating in the
product of retarded-advanced (RA) space and the Bose-
Fermi superspace (BF). The supertrace “str” is defined
by strA = trABB − trAFF as in Ref. [39].
The sigma model (2) describes magnetotrancport in a
WSM in the vicinity of a single Weyl node. Effect of the
coupling between different nodes will be discussed later.
The matrix Q obeys the nonlinear constraint Q2 = 1
and can be parametrized in terms of the unitary superma-
trix T as indicated in Eq. (2). The matrix Q is invariant
under the gauge transformation T 7→ KT for any ma-
trix K that commutes with Λ. However, the second term
of the action (2) is written as a functional of T rather
than Q and changes by an integral of the total derivative
(m/2)∂x str(Λ lnK) under such a transformation. The
reason for this is that the theory (2) describes a single
Weyl node. The gauge invariance is restored when a Weyl
node of opposite chirality is included. It is worth noting
that this second term naturally appears in the field the-
ory of a quantum Hall edge [40] and constitutes a 1D
version of the WZW term [41–43].
In order to access transport characteristics of the sys-
tem, we apply twisted boundary conditions with the
counting field introduced by Nazarov [31, 34, 44]
Q(0) = Λ, Q(L) =
(
cos θˆ sin θˆ
sin θˆ − cos θˆ
)
RA
, (3)
where θˆ = diag(iθB , θF )BF. The transmission distribu-
tion function can be obtained from the partition function
of the sigma model as [47]
ψ(θB , θF ) =
∫ Q(L)
Q(0)
DQe−S[Q], (4)
ρ(λ) = − 2
pi
Re
∂
∂θF
ψ(θB , θF )
∣∣∣
iθB=θF=pi+2iλ−0
. (5)
The function ρ(λ) is the probability density for the Lya-
punov exponent λ related to the transmission probability
by T = cosh−2 λ [31, 34, 45]. It can be used to compute
any moment of the full counting statistics. In this work,
we are particularly interested in the average conductance
per Weyl node (measured in units of e2/h)
G =
∫ ∞
0
dλ ρ(λ)
cosh2 λ
= −2 ∂
2
∂θ2F
ψ(θB , θF )
∣∣∣
θB=θF=0
, (6)
Transfer matrix Hamiltonian.— The path integral (4)
can be computed analytically by mapping to the equiv-
alent Schro¨dinger equation with the position x playing
the role of fictitious imaginary time [37, 38, 46]
ξ
∂ψ
∂x
= −Hψ. (7)
The action (2) describes the motion of a particle on
the curved supermanifold parametrized by the matrix
Q. The presence of chiral modes (second term of the
action) results in an effective uniform magnetic field
3across the manifold with the vector potential A =
−(m/2) str(T−1ΛdT ). As a result, the transfer matrix
Hamiltonian is given by the Laplace-Beltrami operator
on the supermanifold with the long derivatives ∂ 7→ ∂+A
[47].
The initial conditions (at x = 0) force the wave func-
tion to be unity at Q = Λ and zero everywhere else,
see Eq. (3). Such a function is invariant under rotat-
ing Q 7→ K−1QK by any matrix K that commutes with
Λ. This symmetry is preserved by the Hamiltonian H
provided that we compensate the rotation by a gauge
transformation: T 7→ K−1TK. As a result, the Hamil-
tonian conserves the angular momentum corresponding
to K rotations and can be restricted to the zero angu-
lar momentum sector: ψ(K−1QK) = ψ(Q) at every x.
Such functions are parametrized by just two polar an-
gles 0 ≤ θF ≤ pi and θB ≥ 0 as in Eq. (3). The details of
the parametrization and the gauge choice can be found in
Supplemental Material [47]. The explicit effective Hamil-
tonian has the form
H = − 1
J
∂
∂θF
J
∂
∂θF
− 1
J
∂
∂θB
J
∂
∂θB
+
m2
4
V (θB , θF ),
J =
sin θF sinh θB
(cosh θB − cos θF )2 , V = cos
−2 θF
2
− cosh−2 θB
2
.
(8)
Eigenfunctions.— The Hamiltonian (8) can be diago-
nalized with the help of the Sutherland transformation
H˜ = J1/2HJ−1/2 = H˜F + H˜B which decouples the vari-
ables θB and θF [44, 47, 50]. The eigenvalues of H˜F form
a discrete spectrum with the lowest eigenvalue (m+1)2/4.
The spectrum of H˜B is continuous above zero supple-
mented by a discrete set of negative eigenvalues (unless
m = 0) with the lowest at −(m − 1)2/4. The overall
lowest eigenvalue of H˜ is 1/4 in the case m = 0, other-
wise it equals m. The analysis of the full spectrum with
the explicit form of the normalized eigenfunctions can be
found in Supplemental Material [47].
Once the eigenfunctions φν of the transfer matrix
Hamiltonian and the corresponding eigenvalues ν are
known, the solution to the time-evolution problem (7)
can be written explicitly as a spectral expansion [44, 48,
49]
ψ(θB , θF , x) =
cosm(θF /2)
coshm(θB/2)
+
∑
ν
φν(θB , θF )e
−(x/ξ)ν .
(9)
Here the sum over ν implies a sum over discrete levels
and an integral over the continuous part of the spectrum.
The eigenfunctions are normalized such that the initial
condition is satisfied.
The first term in Eq. (9) is the ground state of the
transfer matrix Hamiltonian H with zero eigenvalue. Its
contribution to the function ψ and hence to all trans-
port quantities is independent of the length x. This zero
eigenfunction encodes the effect of chiral topologically
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FIG. 2: Transmission distribution function ρ(λ) for several
values of m and L/ξ. Presence of m chiral channels depletes
the distribution in the vicinity of λ = 0. Level “crystalliza-
tion” occurs at L ξ.
protected channels and contributes me2/2h to the aver-
age conductance. The rest of the spectrum is separated
by a finite gap from the ground state and describes the
effect of the remaining non-chiral modes. Exponential de-
cay of the second term in Eq. (9) signifies localization of
the unprotected channels with the gap setting the value
of the corresponding localization length ∼ ξ/m.
Results.— The distribution function ρ(λ) is computed
from ψ at x = L using Eq. (5). The result has the form
ρ(λ) = mδ(λ) +
sinh 2λ
pi
∑
l∈2N+1+m
∞∫
−∞
dr
lr e−
L
4ξ (l
2+r2)
l2 + r2
× sinh pi
2
(r − im) P (−m,0)ir+m−1
2
(cosh 2λ)P
(0,m)
l−m−1
2
(− cosh 2λ).
(10)
Here N = 0, 1, . . . and P (α,β)ν (x) is the Jacobi polynomial
of (possibly complex) order ν [47]. The term mδ(λ) rep-
resents the contribution of m chiral channels with ideal
transparency.
The distribution function (10) is plotted in Fig. 2 for
several values of m and L/ξ. Qualitatively, we observe
(i) a suppression of the distribution close to λ = 0 (which
corresponds to ideal transmission) and (ii) “crystalliza-
tion” of individual transmission eigenvalues in the limit
L ξ [51, 52]. Both effects can be interpreted in terms
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FIG. 3: Average conductance for different values of m as a
function of L/ξ (solid) and the contribution of the non-chiral
modes G−G∞ (dashed). For L ξ, the behavior is metallic
G ∼ ξ/L, receiving contribution from all channels. For L 
ξ, the conductance is solely due to the chiral channels and
approaches me2/2h.
of statistical level repulsion. Different Lyapunov expo-
nents λ repel each other with strength proportional to
L/ξ. The presence of m eigenvalues pinned at λ = 0
pushes the remaining spectrum away from zero.
In the limit L ξ, the distribution function is a sum of
equidistant Gaussian peaks with width
√
L/ξ separated
by L/ξ and having a unit weight. The position of the
first peak determines the localization length governing
the typical conductance (of non-chiral modes) Gtyp =
e〈lnG〉 ∝ e−Lξ (m+1) leading to ξtyp = ξ/(1 +m).
The average conductance per Weyl node is given by
Eq. (6) (in units of e2/h)
G =
m
2
+
∑
l∈2N+1+m
∞−im∫
−∞−im
dr
lr tanh pi2 (r + im)
l2 + r2
e−
L
4ξ (l
2+r2).
(11)
It is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of L/ξ for different
values of m. A smooth crossover from the diffusive limit
L  ξ to the strongly localized regime L  ξ where
current is carried only by the protected chiral channels
is clearly visible. In the latter case, the conductance is
given by
G =
m
2
+

2(piξ/L)3/2 e−L/4ξ, m = 0,
2
√
ξ/piL e−L/ξ, m = 1,
m2 − 1
m
e−mL/ξ, m ≥ 2.
(12)
The localization length governing the decay of the aver-
age conductance (for the non-chiral modes) is generally
different from the typical localization length [53]. For
m 6= 0, it is significantly reduced: ξav = ξ/4m.
Let us now discuss the longitudinal magnetoconduc-
tance of a WSM sample with length L  ξ = σA.
Magnetic field is directly related to the parameter m =
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FIG. 4: Average magnetoconductance in the limit L ξ. A
crossover from quadratic to linear field dependence occurs at
Bc = 2Φ0ξ/LA = 2σΦ0/L.
BA/Φ0 (here B is the component of magnetic field in
the direction of current). A crossover from quadratic to
linear magnetoconductance occurs when B exceeds Bc =
2Φ0ξ/LA = 2σΦ0/L. It corresponds to m = ξ/L  1
hence discreteness of m can be disregarded. The field
Bc decreases with increasing disorder strength. In this
limit, the magnetoconductance (Fig. 4) reduces to the
semiclassical result [25, 31]:
G(B)
G(0)
=
B
Bc
coth
B
Bc
. (13)
Discussion.— In the presence of chiral channels, lo-
calization effects in the non-chiral bands are so strong
that they can be observed in a 3D WSM sample. Both
the length ξ = σA and the Landau level degeneracy
m = BA/Φ0 scale linear with A. Hence the typical lo-
calization length ξtyp = σΦ0/B for the non-chiral modes
remains finite for arbitrary sample cross-section.
In a field stronger than Bc = 2σΦ0/L, all the non-
chiral modes are effectively localized and the current is
carried only by the chiral channels representing the low-
est Landau level. The value of Bc is considerably smaller
than the ultra-quantum field Bu = (µ/~v)2 Φ0/4pi at
which only the lowest Landau level lies below the Fermi
energy µ. Both Bc and Bu scale as µ
2 and their ratio is
Bc/Bu ∼ l/L 1. This implies that the ultra-quantum
limit for transport in a disordered WSM occurs at much
weaker fields than in the ideal clean material. The main
experimental manifestation of this effect would be ob-
serving a linear longitudinal magnetoconductance coex-
isting with quantum oscillations indicating multiple Lan-
dau levels at the Fermi surface.
Our results are valid as long as scattering between dif-
ferent Weyl nodes is neglected. This is the case when
the dominant scatterers are smooth on the scale of the
lattice spacing and the Weyl nodes are well-separated
in momentum space. Coupling between the Weyl nodes
(e.g. by sharp impurities) introduces a length scale li.
The effect of introducing this length scale would be re-
5placing the sample length L with li in our results for
magnetoconductivity. In particular, Eq. (13) reproduces
the quadratic B dependence obtained from the kinetic
equation treatment [18] in the limit of small B. The
transport ultra-quantum field is in this case related to
the clean ultra-quantum field by Bc/Bu ∼ l/li which is
small for sufficiently smooth disorder [55].
Conclusion.— We have derived exact expressions for
longitudinal conductance, Eq. (11), and transmission dis-
tribution function, Eq. (10), in a Weyl semimetal sub-
ject to external magnetic field. The presence of the chi-
ral topologically protected Landau level with the macro-
scopic degeneracy m = BA/Φ0 leads to a very effi-
cient localization of the non-chiral states. An effective
ultra-quantum regime, where only the chiral modes con-
tribute to transport, occurs at a length scale ξtyp ≈
ξ/m = σΦ0/B, see Fig. 3. Magnetoconductance changes
from quadratic to linear at the disorder-dependent scale
Bc = 2σΦ0/L, Fig. 4, that is significantly smaller than
the ultra-quantum field for a clean sample, Bc/Bu ∼
l/L  1. Thus magnetic field dramatically enhances
disorder effects.
The same results apply in general to any quasi-1D sys-
tem with broken time-reversal symmetry with a number
of chiral modes m. The transmission distribution func-
tion, Fig. 2, interpolates between diffusive (L  ξ) and
strongly localized (L ξ) limits exhibiting “crystalliza-
tion” of the Lyapunov exponents in the latter case. This
effect can be interpreted in terms of statistical level re-
pulsion.
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ONLINE SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Localization effects on magnetotransport of a Weyl semimetal
E. Khalaf and P. M. Ostrovsky
In this Supplemental Material, we provide technical details that are relevant for the text of the Letter.
First, we present a derivation of the non-linear sigma model for the matrix Green’s function in the presence
of chiral channels. We then provide a detailed derivation of the transfer matrix Hamiltonian corresponding
to the non-linear sigma model with topological term, Eq. (2). We consider an explicit parametrization of
the sigma-model manifold and show that the transfer matrix Hamiltonian reduces to Eq. (8) for a specific
gauge choice. Finally, we give explicit expressions for the eigenfunctions of the transfer matrix Hamiltonian
(8) and the spectral expansion of the evolution operator ψ(θB , θF , x).
I. SIGMA MODEL DERIVATION
In this section, we explain briefly how the non-linear sigma model for the matrix Green’s function of a quasi-1D
wire with both chiral and non-chiral channels is derived. For a more detailed derivation, the reader is referred to Ref.
[s1].
The transport properties of a quasi-1D wire placed between two perfect metallic leads are fully determined by the
matrix of transmission amplitudes tmn which acts in the space of 1D conducting channels. The main observables of
interest in this work are the conductance and the distribution function of transmission eigenvalues ρ(λ). The latter
gives the probability to find a channel with transmission probability cosh−2 λ. Both quantities can be written in terms
of the transmission matrix tmn as
G = tr t†t, ρ(λ) = 2
tanhλ
cosh2 λ
tr δ
(
cosh−2 λ− t†t). (S1)
Here, as in the main text, conductance is measured in units of e2/h per Weyl node.
The distribution function of transmission eigenvalues can be obtained from the matrix Green’s function defined as
[s2] (
− Hˆ + i0 vˆ sin(θ/2) δ(x− xL)
vˆ sin(θ/2) δ(x− xR) − Hˆ − i0
)
Gˇ(x, x′, θ) = δ(x− x′)1ˇ. (S2)
where xL and xR are points in the left and right leads respectively and 1ˇ in the right-hand side is unity in the channel
and matrix retarded-advanced (RA) spaces. The introduction of the counting field θ makes it possible to obtain the
full transmission distribution function using a single Green’s function.
The Hamiltonian Hˆ acts in both 1D real space (x variable) and channel space and it is given in terms of the velocity
operator vˆ (which acts in the channel space only) by
Hˆ = −ivˆ ⊗ ∂
∂x
+ Vˆ (x), vˆ =
(
1nR 0
0 −1nL
)
. (S3)
Here, Vˆ (x) is the disorder potential. It is assumed to be a random Hermitian matrix obeying Gaussian distribution
with 〈Vˆ 〉 = 0 and 〈Vnm(x)Vmn(x′)〉 = 1Nτ δ(x− x′), where τ is the electron mean free time.
Transport properties of a disordered system are calculated by averaging over disorder realizations. This is most
easily achieved with the help of the supersymmetric representation. Let us consider two matrix Green functions (S2)
with different source parameters iθB and θF and define the partition function as
ψ(θB , θF ) =
det Gˇ(iθB)
det Gˇ(θF )
=
det
[
1− sin2(θF /2)t†t
]
det
[
1 + sinh2(θB/2)t†t
] . (S4)
This quantity can be viewed as a superdeterminant if the Green function Gˇ is extended into a superspace. The two
parameters θB,F have the meaning of bosonic and fermionic counting fields. The distribution function ρ(λ) and the
conductance G can be expressed in terms of ψ as
ρ(λ) = − 2
pi
Re
∂
∂θF
ψ(θB , θF )
∣∣∣
iθB=θF=pi+2iλ−0
, G = −2 ∂
2
∂θ2F
ψ(θB , θF )
∣∣∣
θB=θF=0
. (S5)
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We consider a system with N channels in total (both left- and right-moving) and m chiral channels (moving in one
direction only). To perform the disorder average, we write the partition function ψ(θB , θF ) as a Gaussian integral
over superfields,
ψ(θB , θF ) =
∫
Dφ†Dφ e−S[φ
†,φ], (S6)
S = −i
∫
dxφ†Λ
(
− Hˆ + i0Λ +M
)
φ. (S7)
Here the supervector φ contains 2N complex and 2N Grassmann variables. It operates in retarded-advanced (RA),
Bose-Fermi (BF), and channel spaces. The matrix Λ is defined in (2), whereas M represents the source terms in Eq.
(S2). The Gaussian integral in Eq. (S6) yields the superdeterminant of the corresponding matrix, which has the form
of the ratio of usual determinants from Eq. (S4).
The next step is the averaging over disorder yielding the quartic term (φ†φ)2. This term is decoupled via a Hubbard-
Stratonovich transformation introducing the supermatrix field Q that acts in RA and BF spaces but not in the channel
space. The action is then integrated over the supervector φ leading to
S[Q] =
N
8τ
StrQ2 +
N −m
2
Str ln
(
iv
∂
∂x
+
iQ
2τ
)
+
N +m
2
Str ln
(
−iv ∂
∂x
+
iQ
2τ
)
. (S8)
Here, “Str” denotes the operator supertrace over BF and RA spaces including integration in the real space and τ is
the mean free time.
For large number of channels N  1, we can treat the action (S8) within the saddle-point approximation [s3].
Assuming the matrix Q is constant in space, we identify a degenerate minimum of the action Q = T−1ΛT with any
supermatrix T acting in BF and RA spaces. The saddle point manifold is determined by the requirement that the Q
integral is convergent [s4]. This restricts the matrix T to the compact group manifold U(2) in the fermionic sector and
non-compact U(1, 1) group in the bosonic sector. Hence, T belongs to the superunitary group U(1, 1|2). The matrix
Q, parametrized as T−1ΛT , is invariant under multiplying T from the left by any matrix K that commutes with Λ.
These matrices from a subgroup of the superunitary group U(1, 1|2) that can be identified with U(1|1)× U(1|1). As
a result, the matrix Q belongs to the coset space U(1, 1|2)/U(1|1)×U(1|1). Its compact (FF) and non-compact (BB)
parts have the form of a sphere U(2)/U(1)×U(1) ' S2 and a hyperboloid U(1, 1)/U(1)×U(1) ' H2, respectively.
The effective low-energy theory is derived by a gradient expansion of Eq. (S8) assuming that T (x) varies slowly in
space. With a cyclic permutation of matrices under the supertrace, the action can be written in the form
S[Q] =
N −m
2
Str ln
(
iv
∂
∂x
− iv ∂T
∂x
T−1 +
iΛ
2τ
)
+
N +m
2
Str ln
(
−iv ∂
∂x
+ iv
∂T
∂x
T−1 +
iΛ
2τ
)
. (S9)
Expanding the logarithms in Eq. (S9) up to the second order in small derivatives (∂T/∂x)T−1, we obtain the action
of the sigma model given in (2). Appearance of the topological (second) term in Eq. (2) is thus directly related to
the imbalance m between left- and right-moving channels. This term is exactly what appears in the field theory of
a quantum Hall edge by partial integration of the Pruisken θ-term [s5]. The fact that it is written in terms of T
rather than Q reflects its gauge dependence which follows from the fact that theory (2) describes a single Weyl node.
Including a Weyl node with opposite chirality restores the gauge invariance of the theory.
The boundary conditions (3) can be traced back to the off-diagonal terms containing the counting fields in (S2).
They follow from the requirement of continuity of the Q matrix at x = 0 and L. The counting fields θB,F enter the
sigma model only via these boundary conditions [s1]. The partition function (S4) is given by the path integral in the
superspace of the matrix Q with the action (2). All the paths start at the point Q = Λ, representing the “north pole”
of the sphere in the compact FF sector and the base of the hyperboloid in the non-compact BB sector, and end in a
point with the polar angles θF and θB on the sphere and the hyperboloid, respectively, determined by the counting
fields.
II. TRANSFER MATRIX METHOD
In this section, we introduce the transfer matrix method which is used to solve the path integral (2) exactly.
The transfer matrix method is based on the observation that a 1D field theory can be reduced to a time-evolution
Schro¨dinger problem [s6] with the position x playing the role of time. We find it convenient to define the time variable
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t as the length along the wire measured in units of ξ. The derivation is a generalization of the standard derivation of
the Scho¨dinger equation from the path integral in quantum mechanics [s6].
We start with the action (2) and choose some coordinates on the sigma-model supermanifold (explicit parametriza-
tion is given in the next subsection) which is the coset space U(1, 1|2)/U(1|1) × U(1|1). It is parametrized by 4
real and 4 Grassmann coordinates that we denote by yα with α = 1, . . . , 8. Commutation relations have the form
yαyβ = sαβy
βyα with sαβ defined as
sαβ =
{
−1, both α and β refer to Grassmann coordinates,
1, otherwise.
(S10)
In the following, we will assume that repeated indices (one upper and one lower) are summed over, but that does not
include the indices of sαβ .
In terms of the coordinates yα, the action (2) has the form
S =
∫ L/ξ
0
dt
(
1
4
y˙αy˙βgβα + y˙
αAα
)
, (S11)
where we used the “dot” to denote a derivative with respect to the time variable t. By comparison to (2), it is easy
to see that the metric tensor and the vector potential are given by the relations
dyα dyβgβα = −1
2
str(dQ)2, (S12)
dyαAα = −m
2
strT−1ΛdT. (S13)
The symmetry properties of the metric tensor follow from (S12): it satisfies the identity gαβ = sαβgβα.
A. Derivation of the transfer matrix Hamiltonian
The action (S11) describes the motion of a particle in a curved supermanifold with metric tensor gαβ in the presence
of vector potential Aα. As a result, we expect the transfer matrix Hamiltonian operator which generates the time
evolution governed by (S11) to be given by the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the supermanifold with long derivatives
∂α → ∂α + Aα. This is what we are going to verify below. The main subtlety in the following derivation lies in the
extra minus signs which appear while handling anticommuting variables.
The derivation of the transfer matrix Hamiltonian, corresponding to the action (S11), starts with writing the
imaginary time evolution equation
ψ(y, t) =
∫
dy′
∫ (y,t)
(y′,t′)
Dy e−S[y(t)]ψ(y′, t′). (S14)
We consider the evolution for infinitesimal time interval t′ = t−  and restrict the path integral between y and y′ to
the classical trajectory. Such a trajectory obeys the Euler-Lagrange equation. Minimizing the action (S11), we have
y¨βgβα = y˙
β y˙γ
(sαβsαγ
2
∂αgγβ − ∂γgβα
)
+ 2y˙β
(
sαβ∂αAβ − ∂βAα
)
. (S15)
We expand the action of the infinitesimal trajectory to the second order in small  and express the result in terms of
the coordinates and velocities at the time t:
S =
∫ t
t−
dt
(
1
4
y˙αy˙βgβα + y˙
αAα
)
=

4
y˙αy˙βgβα + y˙
αAα − 
2
8
[
y˙αy˙β y˙γ∂γgβα + 2y˙
αy¨βgβα
]
− 
2
2
(
y¨αAα + y˙
αy˙β∂βAα
)
=

4
y˙αy˙βgβα + y˙
αAα − 
2
2
(
y¨αAα + y˙
αy˙β∂βAα
)
. (S16)
Here ∂α = ∂/∂y
α. Substituting y¨ from Eq. (S15), we see that the term in square brackets vanishes identically hence
we have dropped it in the final expression.
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Let us now analyze Eq. (S14) in the leading order O(0). We parametrize the trajectory by the velocity y˙ at time
t rather than by the point y′. In the leading order, we retain only the first term in the expansion (S16) and replace
ψ(y′, t′) by ψ(y, t). The equation is fulfilled provided the integration measure is dy′ =
√|g|dy˙, such that the Gaussian
integral over y˙ yields unity (here |g| is the superdeterminant of g).∫ √
|g| dy˙ exp
(
− 
4
y˙αy˙βgβα
)
= 1. (S17)
Thus we have established the proper integration measure in Eq. (S14) in terms of y˙.
Typical values of the velocity in the Gaussian integral (S17) are y˙ ∼ −1/2. From Eq. (S15) we conclude that
y¨ ∼ (y˙)2 ∼ −1. This allows us to classify the terms of the expansion (S16) in powers of . The first (leading) term is
effectively O(0), the second term is O(1/2), and the last term is O(). Thus the expansion (S16) is accurate up to
linear order in .
Now we consider Eq. (S14) up to the terms O(). In order to do this, we expand the wave function ψ(y′, t− ) as
ψ(y′, t′) = ψ
(
y − y˙ + 
2
2
y¨, t− 
)
=
[
1− 
(
∂
∂t
+ y˙α∂α
)
+
2
2
(
y¨α∂α + y˙
αy˙β∂β∂α
)]
ψ(y, t). (S18)
Applying the same estimates as above, we see that this expansion is effective up to O(). Substituting the expansions
(S18) and (S16) into Eq. (S14) and equating the terms of the order O(), we obtain the evolution equation for the
function ψ in the form of an imaginary time Schro¨dinger equation [cf. Eq. (7)]
∂ψ
∂t
= −Hψ, H = − 
2
[
〈y˙αy˙β〉(∂β +Aβ)(∂α +Aα) + 〈y¨α〉(∂α +Aα)
]
. (S19)
Here 〈. . .〉 denotes a Gaussian average with the weight (S17).
The average 〈y˙αy˙β〉 can be easily evaluated as
〈y˙αy˙β〉 = 2

sααg
αβ , (S20)
where gαβ is the inverse metric tensor: gαβg
βγ = δγα. Note that this inverse tensor has different symmetry properties,
gαβ = sααsββsαβg
βα. To compute 〈y¨α〉, we take only the first term from the equation of motion (S15) since the
second term is effectively of the higher order O(−1/2). This yields
〈y¨α〉 = 〈y˙γ y˙µ〉
(sβγsβµ
2
∂βgµγ − ∂µgγβ
)
gβα =
1

(
sβγsβµsγγg
γµ∂βgµγ − 2sγγgγµ∂µgγβ
)
gβα
=
1

(
∂β ln |g|+ 2∂µgµα
)
=
2

√|g|∂β(√|g|gβα). (S21)
Substituting (S20) and (S21) in (S19), we finally obtain the Hamiltonian
H = − 1√|g| (∂α +Aα)√|g|gαβ(∂β +Aβ). (S22)
This is exactly the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the supermanifold [s8] with long derivatives ∂α 7→ ∂α +Aα.
B. Parametrization and gauge choice
In order to proceed further, we make an explicit choice of coordinates for the coset space U(1, 1|2)/U(1|1)×U(1|1).
We define the four real parameters 0 ≤ θF ≤ pi, θB > 0, 0 ≤ φB,F < 2pi and the four Grassmann coordinates µ, ν,
η, and σ. An explicit parametrization of the matrices T and Q for Eq. (2) expresses them in terms of the coordinate
vector yα = (θB , θF , φB , φF , µ, ν, η, σ)
T .
We choose the parametrization for the T matrix as
T = K−1
(
cos(θˆ/2) i sin(θˆ/2)
i sin(θˆ/2) cos(θˆ/2)
)
RA
K, θˆ =
(
iθB 0
0 θF
)
BF
, K =
(
eiφˆ u 0
0 e−iφˆ v
)
RA
,
φˆ =
(
φB 0
0 φF
)
BF
, u = exp
(
0 µ
ν 0
)
BF
, v = exp
(
0 η
σ 0
)
BF
.
(S23)
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Note that here the gauge is chosen such that the matrix multiplying T from the left is the inverse of K multiplying
T from the right. This gauge is singular only at the “south pole” θF = pi and represents a Dirac string going through
this point. Parametrization of Q follows from Eq. (S23) through the relation Q = T−1ΛT .
With the parametrization (S23), the metric tensor takes the block-diagonal form
g =
(
12 0
0 gK
)
. (S24)
The 6× 6 block gK and the 8-component vector potential A are given explicitly by
gK =

x2B 0 − i2νx2B − i2µx2B i2σx2B i2ηx2B
0 x2F − i2νx2F − i2µx2F i2σx2F i2ηx2F
− i2νx2B − i2νx2F 0 −1 + yByF + r
2
4 µν − r
2
4 σν ie
iχxBxF − r24 ην
− i2µx2B − i2µx2F 1− yByF + r
2
4 νµ 0 −ie−iχxBxF − r
2
4 σµ − r
2
4 ηµ
i
2σx
2
B
i
2σx
2
F − r
2
4 νσ ie
−iχxBxF − r24 µσ 0 −1 + yByF + r
2
4 ησ
i
2ηx
2
B
i
2ηx
2
F −ieiχxBxF − r
2
4 νη − r
2
4 µη 1− yByF + r
2
4 ση 0

,
A =
m
2
[
0, 0, i(yB − 1), i(1− yF ), 1
2
ν(yB − yF ), 1
2
µ(yB − yF ),−1
2
σ(yB − yF ),−1
2
η(yB − yF )
]T
,
xB = sinh θB , xF = sin θF , yB = cosh θB , yF = cos θF , r =
√
x2B + x
2
F , χ = φF − φB . (S25)
The main observation here is that the metric tensor decouples into a part in the polar angles (θB , θF ), that is just
the identity matrix, and a part in the K-variables (φB , φF , µ, ν, η, σ), that has the complicated form (S25), while the
radial components of the vector potential vanish: AθB = AθF = 0.
The Jacobian is computed as the square root of the superdeterminant of the metric tensor giving (up to a constant
factor)
J =
√
|g| = sin θF sinh θB
(cosh θB − cos θF )2 . (S26)
Note that this Jacobian depends only on the polar angles θB and θF . It can be verified by direct computation
that, with the gauge choice (S23), the Hamiltonian (S22) leaves the zero angular momentum sector (relative to K
rotations) invariant. This means that acting with the Hamiltonian on a K-invariant function ψ(K−1QK) = ψ(Q),
we get another K-invariant function. The Hamiltonian (S22) projected on to the space of K-invariant functions has
the form (8). It is worth noting that the gauge choice (S23) is the only gauge choice which leads to a Hamiltonian
that preserves angular momentum while being non-singular at the “north pole” θF = θB = 0.
III. SPECTRAL EXPANSION
A. Eigenfunctions
To obtain the eigenfunctions of the transfer matrix Hamiltonian (8), the variables θB and θF are decoupled with
the help of the Sutherland transformation [s7]. The resulting decoupled Hamiltonian has the form
H˜ = J1/2HJ−1/2 = H˜F + H˜B , (S27a)
H˜F = − ∂
2
∂θ2F
− 1
4 sin2 θF
+
m2
4
1
cos2(θF /2)
, (S27b)
H˜B = − ∂
2
∂θ2B
− 1
4 sinh2 θB
− m
2
4
1
cosh2(θB/2)
. (S27c)
The spectrum of the operator H˜F (compact sector) is discrete. The eigenfunctions and eigenvalues are given by
φ˜l(θF ) =
√
sin θF cos
m(θF /2)P
(0,m)
(l−m−1)/2(cos θF ), l =
l2
4
, (S28a)
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with l ∈ 2N + m + 1 and P (α,β)ν (x) the Jacobi polynomial of order ν. The values of the discrete parameter l are
chosen such that the index of the Jacobi polynomial is 0, 1, 2, . . . Notice that all the eigenfunctions have the prefactor
cosm(θF /2), hence, they vanish at the south pole θB = pi where the potential is singular.
The operator H˜B (non-compact sector) has both continuous positive and discrete negative eigenvalues, since the
potential is attractive and can host bound states. Eigenstates of the continuous spectrum are
φ˜r(θB) =
√
sinh θB
coshm(θB/2)
P
(0,−m)
(ir+m−1)/2(cosh θB), r =
r2
4
(S28b)
with any real r ≥ 0. Here we use a generalization of the Jacobi polynomial to complex values of the order. It can be
written explicitly in terms of the hypergeometric function as
P
(0,−m)
(ir+m−1)/2(x) = F
[
1−m− ir
2
,
1−m+ ir
2
; 1;
1− x
2
]
. (S29)
Discrete negative eigenvalues of H˜B correspond to positive imaginary values of r such that the index in Eq. (S28b)
is a positive integer. Explicitly, r = i(m+ 1− 2k) with k = 1, 2, . . . , bm/2c.
Normalization of the eigenfunctions (S28) follows from the properties of the Jacobi polynomials and hypergeometric
function: ∫ pi
0
dθF φ˜l(θF )φ˜l′(θF ) =
2
l
δll′ ,
∫ ∞
0
dθB φ˜r(θB)φ˜r′(θB) =
4δ(r − r′)
r tanh pi2 (r + im)
. (S30)
The eigenfunctions of the original transfer matrix Hamiltonian H, Eq. (8), are given by
φl,r(θF , θB) = J
−1/2φ˜l(θF )φ˜r(θB), Hφl,r = l
2 + r2
4
φl,r. (S31)
Their normalization follows directly from Eq. (S30),∫
dθF dθB J φl,r φl′,r′ =
8δll′δ(r − r′)
lr tanh pi2 (r + im)
. (S32)
All the above eigenfunctions vanish at the origin θB = θF = 0 since the weight J is singular at this point. In addition,
the original Hamiltonian H possesses a specific zero eigenstate, Hφ0 = 0 with
φ0 =
cosm(θF /2)
coshm(θB/2)
, (S33)
which is missed by the Sutherland transformation and takes the value 1 at the origin.
B. Evolution operator
The evolution operator for the Hamiltonian (8) can be written as an expansion (9) in the eigenstates (S28). This
expansion involves both a sum over l enumerating discrete states in the compact sector and an integral over the
continuous variable r labeling the eigenstates in the non-compact sector.
ψ(θB , θF , x) = φ0 +
∑
l
∫
dr cl,r φl,r e
−(l2+r2)(x/4ξ). (S34)
For a moment, we disregard the discrete part of the spectrum in the non-compact sector.
At the start of the evolution, x = 0, the function ψ(θB , θF , 0) should vanish everywhere except the north pole
θB = θF = 0 where it takes the value 1. This is just an explicit form of the delta function on the supermanifold. The
requirement ψ(0, 0, x) = 1 fixes the unit prefactor of φ0 in Eq. (S34) since all the nonzero eigenfunctions vanish at
the north pole. To establish the values of the coefficients cl,r, we use the normalization of the eigenfunctions φl,r, Eq.
(S30). We set x = 0, multiply Eq. (S34) by Jφl,r, and integrate over θF,B . The result of such integration should be
zero, which allows us to express the coefficient cl,r as
cl,r = − lr
8
tanh
pi
2
(r + im)
∫
dθF dθB J φl,r φ0. (S35)
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The functions φ0 and φl,r are different eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian H. Using this fact, we can compute their
overlap using the Wronskian method. Define the vectorW using the density flow operator:
W = J
[
φ0
∂
∂~θ
φl,r − φl,r ∂
∂~θ
φ0
]
. (S36)
Here we use the two-dimensional vector notation ~θ = {θF , θB}. Divergence of the vector W is related to the action
of H on the two eigenfunctions:
divW = −J
[
φ0Hφl,r − φl,rHφ0
]
= − l
2 + r2
4
J φl,r φ0. (S37)
This is exactly the integrand in Eq. (S35).
Upon substitution of Eq. (S37) into Eq. (S35) and applying the Gauss theorem, we can reduce the expression for
cl,r to a one-dimensional surface integral. The normal component of the flow vectorW vanishes at the boundaries of
the integration domain in θF,B . This suggests that the overlap integral is zero as a consequence of the orthogonality
of the eigenfunctions φ0 and φl,r. However, the integration weight J is singular at the north pole θB = θF = 0 hence
the vicinity of this point should be studied accurately. In order to do this, we will exclude a small circular region
of the radius a in the θB-θF plane from the integral in Eq. (S35). At the boundary of this region θF = a cosχ and
θB = a sinχ. ExpandingW in θF,B  1 we obtain
W ≈
{
4θBθ
2
F
(θ2B + θ
2
F )
2
,
4θ2BθF
(θ2B + θ
2
F )
2
}
=
4
a
{
sinχ cos2 χ, sin2 χ cosχ
}
. (S38)
We integrate the flow ofW through this small circle yielding∫
dθF dθB divW = −
∫ pi/2
0
a dχW · {cosχ, sinχ} = −2. (S39)
This result is independent of a and remains valid in the limit a→ 0.
Using Eqs. (S35), (S37), and (S39), we finally obtain
cl,r = − lr
l2 + r2
tanh
pi
2
(r + im). (S40)
The full explicit form of the evolution operator (S34) becomes
ψ(θB , θF , x) =
cosm(θF /2)
coshm(θB/2)
[
1− (cosh θB − cos θF )
∑
l
∫ im+∞
im−∞
dr
2lr tanh pi2 (r + im)
2(l2 + r2)
× P (0,m)(l−m−1)/2(cos θF )P (0,−m)(ir+m−1)/2(cosh θB) e−(l
2+r2)(x/4ξ)
]
. (S41)
Here we have extended the r integration to the full real axis (since the integrand is an even function) and raised the
contour in the complex plane by im. This choice of the integration contour picks a set of poles of cl,r on the imaginary
r axis and thus automatically includes the contribution of the discrete levels in the non-compact sector.
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